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Abstract
As reinforcement learning plays an increasingly important role in healthcare, there
is a pressing need to identify mechanisms to incorporate practitioner expertise. One
notable case is in improving tuberculosis drug adherence, where a health worker
must simultaneously monitor and provide services to many patients. We find that—
without considering domain expertise—state-of-the-art restless multi-armed bandit
algorithms allocate all resources to a small number of patients, neglecting most of
the population. To avoid this undesirable behavior, we propose a human-in-the-loop
model, where constraints are imposed by domain experts to improve equitability of
resource allocations. Our framework enforces these constraints on the distribution
of actions without significant loss of utility on simulations from real-world data.
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Introduction

Designing automated decision-making pipelines that provide domain experts with autonomy in
healthcare contexts is becoming increasingly important. We consider a problem in which a health
worker monitors a set of patients and delivers interventions to improve their health. Depending on
the care context, such problems can be highly resource constrained, for instance due to a high load
of patients per health worker. A key application is that of tuberculosis (TB) care in India, where it
is crucial that TB patients adhere to their daily antibiotic regimens to avoid spreading the disease
and/or developing multi-drug resistance. It is challenging for patients to adhere to TB treatment plans,
which last several months; patient adherence decreases as their symptoms subside. It is therefore
crucial for health workers to provide frequent care support to patients via phone calls.
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the use of algorithms for improving medication
adherence and related problems (See for example Baio et al. [2011]). These algorithms are effective
in theory, but in practice they can result in undesirable behavior (Epstein and Robertson [2015]). For
instance, Mate et al. [2020] present an algorithm for computing policies which maximize patient
adherence based on the available daily call budget and the patient’s likelihood to respond to an
intervention. However, since the approach seeks to maximize the adherence of the cohort as a whole,
it may exhibit behaviors that are undesirable in a care context, such as never providing interventions
to certain patients.
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Additionally, there are multiple reasons why health workers may ignore an automated tool’s recommendations. Practitioners tend to ignore opaque recommender tools (Yeomans et al. [2019],
DeMichele et al. [2019]). They may be reluctant to use algorithms that suffer from a lack of agency
(Lim and O’Connor [1995]). Users may sacrifice accuracy in favor of gaining some control over the
output (Dietvorst et al. [2015]). Finally, the model may not have a mechanism to define or prevent
undesirable behavior. If the health worker perceives the algorithm to be wrong, they are unlikely to
uphold its recommendations (De-Arteaga et al. [2020], Dietvorst et al. [2015]).
We address this shortcoming in Restless Bandits by introducing and examining a human-in-the-loop
framework in which the health worker can impose call-frequency constraints. When domain experts
find issues such as inequitable allocation that disregard certain populations, they may intervene
by using simple constraint-based heuristics or defaulting to standard policies such as round-robin.
Such approaches are widely-adopted in human-in-the-loop settings since they are easy to explain
and implement. Despite their wide-spread use, however, little is known about the impact of such
policies on the utility and fairness of the resource being allocated. Herein, we investigate such
human-in-the-loop models and analyze their utility and fairness consequences.
We evaluate our new framework on both synthetic and real-world data collected during a TB treatment
program in India. Through experiments, we show that constraint-based human-in-the-loop models do
not come at a significant loss of relative reward, but are able to enforce equity and other desirable
characteristics on the distribution of resources. Our work serves as an important bridge between
theory and practice. This work has implications for practice and decision-support pipelines in public
health. By exploring how heuristics that may be deployed by domain experts impact allocations, we
also open up a new line of research inquiry on human-machine interaction in restless multi-armed
bandits. We close with a discussion about the societal impact of human-in-the-loop models and these
new theoretical and computational directions.
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Problem Description

Our work is motivated by a TB medication adherence program in India, which aims to increase patient
compliance in TB treatment plans (Killian et al. [2019]). Though symptoms of TB may dissipate at the
beginning of treatment, patients must fulfill the full regimen for immunity. Prematurely terminating
the prescription course may contribute to an antibiotic resistant form of TB.
In the program, health workers interact with a subset k out of N patients every day, k  N , via
counseling phone calls. In each call, the health worker learns whether the patient has been adhering
to their treatment plan and provides an intervention that encourages future adherence.
We model each patient as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) (S, A, P, r). For a given time t ∈ N≤T
and arm i ∈ N≤N , available actions are ait ∈ A = {0, 1}. If ait = 1, patient i is called and their
state sit ∈ S = {0, 1} is learned. If sit = 1(0), the patient took (did not take) their medication on
i,a
i
i0
day t. Each patient has a transition matrix P i is given by Ps,s
| sit = s, ait = a).
0 = Pr(st+1 = s
Each entry is determined by the probability that the patient adheres to their treatment plan at time t,
depending on whether they are being acted on as well as their previous state. For the purposes of this
paper, we assume all P i are known. The reward for each MDP is ri (si ) = si .
A crucial component is that if a patient is not called (ait = 0) the health worker does not know the
patient state sit . Therefore our model is a two-state partially-observable MDP. Kaelbling et al. [1998]
introduce an equivalent multi-state belief MDP, where states are represented by belief bit ∈ B = [0, 1]:
bit+1 =



sit+1
i,a=0
i,a=0
bit P1,1
+ (1 − bit )P0,1

if a = 1
else.

(1)

Our goal is to find a policy π : S → A that maximizes the number of patients in the adhering state
PN PT
over all arms, π ∗ = arg maxπ Rπ (S). We define the reward to be Rπ (S) = N1 i=1 t=0 r (sti ).
Mate et al. [2020] consider both discounted and time-average rewards. We use a variant of the latter
since it puts equal weight on adherence throughout treatment.
A common Restless Bandit solution approach is the Whittle index, which is a heuristic that, at each
time step, computes the value (i.e., index) of playing each arm in its current state, then greedily
selects the k arms with greatest index (Whittle [1988]). Computing the index involves reasoning
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Figure 1: Histogram of adherence. (a) No constraints (ν = T ). (b) m = N , ν = 60.
about an augmented version of each arm’s MDP. Mate et al. [2020] show that when the the optimal
policy of the augmented MDPs follow ‘forward’ or ‘reverse’ threshold policies, the Whittle index
approach is asymptotically optimal. Sufficient conditions on P i for an arm to be threshold optimal
are given in Mate et al. [2020]; they provide an algorithm, Threshold Whittle, to find these policies.
2.1

Our Framework

In this paper, we present a human-in-the-loop framework for RMAB problems, with the goal of
incorporating practitioners in the decision-making pipeline. Without domain expertise, the algorithm
is unaware of key criteria and background information, so even in the best case it cannot make a
fully-informed decision. We add a mechanism for practitioners to define additional criteria g(·):
π ∗ = arg max Rπ (S) such that g(~a) ≥ c
π

(2)

This is a new general and flexible framework, which simplifies the problem of specifying and
regulating policy characteristics. It may even be adapted to include statistical notions of fairness.
However, this approach does not avoid undesirable behavior that the user never considered.
Throughout this paper, we use frequency constraints as an example; in this constraint, the arm must
pulled at least once in any interval of ν time steps. Though the constraint considered here is over all
time steps, a practitioner may selectively apply this constraint over the course of treatment instead.
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Experiments on Simulated Data

We test the performance of our framework on simulations with N = 500, T = 180, and k = 5% of N .
We vary
 the number of constrained arms m ∈ {0, 25, 50, 100, . . . , N } and the constraint frequency
ν∈ N
k = 20, 40, . . . , T , with 20 trials per combination of parameters. In each trial, the transition
matrices were sampled from a uniform distribution, such that each was forward threshold optimal.
We apply the frequency constraint as follows: first, we pull any arms which would violate these
specified constraints if not pulled. Next, the algorithm applies the optimal policy on the remaining
budget. Any queued pulls that are over the budget k are instead pulled in the subsequent time step.
We measure the relative reward, defined as the reward normalized between the reward obtained via a
policy that never acts and the reward obtained via the unconstrained Threshold Whittle solution. If
m = 0 or ν = T , no constraints are applied and the highest reward is obtained, but as m increases
or ν decreases (making constraints tighter), the relative reward decreases. We also compare the
performance of our framework against pulling random arms (Random) and the short-sighted greedy
3

algorithm Myopic. At every time step t, the Myopic policy picks the top k processes with the largest
values of ∆bt = (bt+1 | at = 1) − (bt+1 | at = 0).
The source of decreased reward is investigated
in Figure 1, which compares the distribution of
adherences without our new framework against
m = N, ν = 60. The mean and variance of
the distribution both decrease slightly, meaning
that the number of arms that adhere consistently
decreases, as do the number of arms that rarely
adhere. Thus, we are able to improve the adherence pattern of poorly behaving arms, at the
expense of arms that generally perform well.
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Figure 2 compares the relative rewards for
0%
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frequency of actions varies. In the top figure,
m=500 constrained arms
100%
the relative reward decreases only slightly as
the number of constrained arms increases. At
75%
m = N = 500, ν = N
k = 20, the constraints
50%
reduce the solution space of Threshold Whittle
25%
to only one feasible policy that is effectively
same as Round Robin. Thus, the relative reward
0%
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decreases similarly to logarithmically with ν in
Constraint frequency ν
Figure 2(b). At ν = 20, the relative reward is
55.52%. However, if the constraint frequency
ν is increased to 60 (i.e., acting every 60 time Figure 2: Relative reward. (a) ν = 60.
steps), the relative reward increases to 89.44%. (b) m = N .
The reward changes continuously the set of feasible solutions is reduced. Thus, we could set a
threshold preemptively, restricting the number of constraints to apply in the system interface.
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Discussion and Conclusion

This paper opens a new line of work related to restless multi-arm bandits (RMABs). We have
demonstrated that including humans-in-the-loop for RMAB planning is a promising avenue towards
safer and more responsible applications that can ensure a user-specified level of fairness while
preserving benefits obtained from state-of-the-art algorithmic planning.
This is of increased importance as automated data-driven decision-support pipelines are introduced in
a wide-range of public health applications. Increasingly, tools such as digital adherence technologies
are being integrated to help support treatment of a number of diseases such as HIV (Haberer et al.
[2017]), depression (Corden et al. [2016]), TB (Liu et al. [2015]), diabetes, and hypertension (Conway
and Kelechi [2017]). However, without humans-in-the-loop, such tools can fall prey to the faults
and biases that exist within that data and algorithms and lead to inequitable delivery of care. Our
framework allows for domain experts to make corrections to state-of-the-art algorithms that currently
do not account for the possibility of such disparities.
Further, within our framework, users can easily define and regulate criteria on the recommender tool’s
behavior that otherwise might render the tool unusable. In our TB domain, we have found that the
optimal policy makes disparate recommendations such that some patients are visited every day, while
others are never recommended for a visit. If recommendations are not sufficiently aligned or are
entirely mis-aligned with the worker’s domain expertise, and there is no mode by which the worker
can give feedback, they may be unwilling to expend the effort of interacting with the tool altogether.
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A

Further Related Works

In general, solving an RMAB problem for an optimal solution is PSPACE hard when solved directly
(Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis [1999]). The Whittle index can find an optimal solution by decoupling
arms using indices (Whittle [1988]). The Whittle index is asymptotically optimal and performs well
empirically (Weber and Weiss [1990], Ansell et al. [2003]).
Whittle indexability has been investigated for many related bandit problems. Akbarzadeh and
Mahajan [2019] give Whittle indexability for a bandit problem with “controlled restarts", where
state-independent actions restart processes. However, we allow actions to be determined using state
information. Glazebrook et al. [2006] give Whittle indexability for three classes of restless bandits
where a subset of the action space has a deterministic effect on a processes’ state. Hsu [2018] and
Sombabu et al. [2020] expand their argument to limited forms of action-dependent state bandit
problems, where an active action has some probability of no effect on the process. However, we have
a fully stochastic state transition. Liu and Zhao [2010] give Whittle indexability for a special class of
RMAB where the transition probabilities P are action-independent, i.e., P p = P a . Finally, Meshram
et al. [2018] use Hidden Markov Bandits which is similar to the problem here, the only difference
being that there are no state dependent rewards on passive arms.

B

Why human-in-the-loop?

To show the utility of our framework, we demonstrate that without it, Threshold Whittle produces
policies with undesirable behavior for the health applications we consider. We simulate experiments
with N = 500, T = 180, and k = 5% of N . In each trial, the transition matrices for each arm were
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Figure 3: Without our framework, the majority of arms are never pulled.

generated from a uniform distribution within the respective trial condition. We find that in each case,
the majority of arms are never called, while others are called with remarkably high frequency.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of actions found by Threshold Whittle on a 100% forward threshold
optimal cohort. Here, 75.65% of arms are never pulled. The remaining 24.35% of arms are pulled
with a distribution centered at 20-30% of T = 180, which corresponds to being pulled every 4.5 time
steps on average.
This bipartite behavior is undesirable for our health application: if a health worker were to strictly
adhere to this policy, over three-quarter of the patients would never receive a call, while others
would receive one every day. The former would be unacceptable if those patients had low adherence
in general and the latter may be overbearing by certain patients, lowering the effect of future
interventions.
Recall that forward threshold optimal means that it is only optimal to act if our belief that an arm
is adhering falls below a certain threshold. Threshold Whittle’s disparate treatment of arms is
consistent across threshold optimal cohorts. When the cohort is 100% reverse threshold optimal, the
distribution of actions is completely bi-modal – 474 out of 500 individuals (95%) are never called
and 24 individuals (5%) are called at every time step of the algorithm. Similar results are obtained for
mixtures of the two types of cohorts.

Reward

It is not unlikely, however, that we will be able to
obtain near-optimal utility when constraints are
Reward by policy
applied. As shown in Figure 4, the value of reN =500, k=25
P
P
N
T
ward Rπ (S) = N1 i=1 t=0 sit differs by as
No Actions
Myopic
little as 0.4297 between Threshold Whittle and
Random
Threshold Whittle
the next best policy available (Myopic). This
70
60
translates to a loss of 215 potential instances of
50
adherence. For context, note that 90,000 adher40
ence instances corresponds to 100% compliance
30
20
across all individuals and times, for a reward
10
R(S ∗ ) = 180. As the forward threshold opti0
0%
20%
40%
60%
80% 100%
mal increases, the difference between ThreshThreshold optimal fraction
old Whittle and Myopic policies also increases.
At 100% forward threshold optimal, the differπ
ence is 2.3977, or a loss of 1,199 ‘good’ state Figure 4: Reward R (S) by policy and threshold
optimal fraction.
instances.
We observe that current state-of-the-art RMAB
approaches based on the Whittle index are inequitable. There is no mechanism to specify and
constrain such behavior; this is the primary benefit of our new framework.

C

Experiments on Patient Data

Courtesy of Killian et al. [2019], we have adherence information for N = 7, 676 patients that
participated in a tuberculosis pilot in India for at least 90 days. The pilot group has high adherence,
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Figure 5: Histogram of adherence on tuberculosis pilot data, no constraints.
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Figure 6: Histogram of adherence on TB pilot data. (a) No constraints. (b) m = N , ν = 60.

with 74% of patients adhering at least 90% of the time. In fact, 45% adhere at least 99% of the time,
which is exceptional. Less than 1% of patients in the dataset adhere less than 2% of the time.
We repeat the simulations in the previous section on transition matrices approximated from the
adherence data. Throughout this section, we consider only forward threshold optimal transition
matrices.
Figure 5, captures the distribution of action allocations per arm and shows a bimodal distribution
when Threshold Whittle is applied without any constraints. Here, 457.15 out of 500 patients in our
simulation are never called on average; 14.95 out of 500 patients in our simulation are called at every
time step on average. This policy for arm pulls, while it may produce optimal adherence, also ignores
a large majority of arms.
The population in our study has very high adherence rates, consistently (Figure 6(a)), so the transition
matrices we generate are not uniformly distributed as in the simulated experiments above. When we
apply the frequency constraint ν = 60 to all m = N arms, the rate of consistent adherence drops
only slightly (Figure 6(b)).
Since we have high adherence patterns, the reward R(S) is larger than in the simulated trials.
However, the relative reward varies similarly (Figure 7). As ν approaches N
k = 20, the relative
reward decreases considerably. Relative reward is normalized reward between the reward accrued
upon never acting on arms and that accrued by Threshold Whittle. As the number of constrained
arms increases, the reward decreases, albeit not catastrophically.
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